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Bradshaw Kirchofer Presents New Collection That Celebrates a Royal
Delivery
‘St Andrews’ Line Inspired By Kate and William, Named After Place The Couple Met
(Torrance, Calif. – July 1, 2013) – The royal baby is set to arrive in July, and rumor
mills are already buzzing about what Kate Middleton's favorite nursery picks will be.
Designed for the Duchess of Cambridge, the St Andrews Collection from luxury
handmade furniture company Bradshaw Kirchofer (http://www.bradshawkirchofer.com/)
launches just in time for Kate's delivery.
Inspired by royalty and with understated elegance, the St Andrews Collection was
named after the place Kate and William met, at St Andrews University in Scotland.
Featuring a soft palette of ocean aqua, whisper beige and a blushing, vintage pink, the
line boasts artisan-applied craftsmanship for a lightly distressed, care-worn look
reminiscent of English classics.
“Our designers and the general public agree, there’s something captivating about Kate,
William and their expected little one,” said Marketing Manager Lisa Faulkner. “We are
excited to pay tribute to the Royal Family and to our own British heritage with this
gorgeous, new line of children’s furniture.”
The collection features a range of mix-and-match furniture pieces, such as a day bed,
twin bed, dressers, side tables and a tall wardrobe. Other special features include
curved lines, ornate, gold crown accents and intricate, hand-carved wood patterns.
Made from 100 percent natural, solid pine, the St Andrews Collection may look vintage,
but it’s sturdy enough to last a lifetime.
Head Furniture Designer Ann Bradshaw Kirchofer created a new furniture line for the
birth of each of her three sons. She doesn’t plan to have more children, but felt inspired
by the news of a royal birth and put pen to paper to create this luxurious collection that
was six months in the making.
“Our furniture has a story and a rich aesthetic to bring charm and character to your
home,” said Faulkner. “As Kate and William welcome their bundle of joy into their family,
we hope that you enjoy our whimsical St Andrews line, and consider introducing the
pieces into your own home.”

More information about Bradshaw Kirchofer: www.bradshawkirchofer.com.
###
About Bradshaw Kirchofer
Based in Torrance, Calif., Bradshaw Kirchofer (http://bradshawkirchofer.com/) makes
handmade furniture inspired by their British heritage. The Bradshaw Kirchofer family
moved from England to the U.S. in 1961, bringing with them a love of English antiques,
particularly pine furniture from British, vintage farmhouses. Today, the company honors
this aesthetic through a variety of luxury furniture collections for living rooms, bedrooms,
kitchens, office spaces, children's rooms and more.

